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Background

Internal VCEs have generally been overlooked 
for several reasons:

Small volumes
Lower reactivity materials
Cultural reasons
It has been a while since a large scale internal 
vapour cloud explosion has occurred



Background cont.

More recent developments have raised the risk 
of internal explosions:

Large-scale installations as production increases
• Large compressors/utilities
• SAGD steam generators

Expansions in the North where enclosures are 
necessary

• Oil Sands
• Mackenzie River
• North Slope



Background cont.

Companies are trying to homogenize their risk 
profiles between business units

Utilities, compressors, and other units being 
examined more closely

To better understand these events, we reviewed 
the existing methodologies



Objective

Find a method for predicting the blast load on 
structures external to an internal explosion



Available Approaches

Internal Models:
NFPA 68

VCE Methods:
TNT
TNO Multi-Energy
BST

Numerical Models



A Note About Numerical Models

Can be used to solve a problem within their 
validated range

Labour and computationally intensive

External loads require large computational 
domains

Good second-tier option but costly for 
screening



NFPA 68

Originally intended for dust
Ducts
Storage
Transport systems

Expanded to include vapours

Widely used for internal loads from internal 
explosions



NFPA 68

Advantages
Easy to use
Widely accepted
Intended for internal 
explosions
Includes effects of panel 
release pressure and 
relief area

Disadvantages
Intended for use in 
unobstructed enclosures
Cannot be used for 
external loads

More on this later



TNT Methodology

A simple method would be to use the TNT 
methodology

Assume enclosure full of fuel
Calculate energy
Convert to energy equivalent TNT
Predict using TNT curves



TNT Methodology

Advantages
Easy to use
Lots of data available
Generally conservative
Predicts loads on 
external structures

Disadvantages
Not widely accepted
Mismatched 
pressure/impulse
Subjective use of 
equivalence
Can’t account for real 
geometry / fuel / 
congestion
Not intended for VCE
Not intended for internal 
explosions



TNO Multi-Energy

Another approach is to use the TNO multi-
energy method

Assume enclosure full of fuel
Calculate energy
Select a severity number
Predict pressure and duration



TNO Multi-Energy

Advantages
Easy to use
VCE model
Predicts loads on 
external structures
Tools available for 
application
Provides pressure and 
duration/impulse

Disadvantages
Not intended for internal 
explosions
Subjective severity 
number selection



Baker-Strehlow-Tang

Same comments as for TNO multi-energy

Guidance is available for combinations of 
congestion/confinement/fuel reactivity but 
confinement does not extend to “internal”



Conclusions of Review

NFPA 68 is the only real internal model
Can’t account for high venting areas
Can’t effectively account for congestion
Best for internal scenarios where congestion is essentially 
“none”

Simple VCE models better for external loads but lack 
correlation for internal scenarios

All other things being equal, internal VCEs should be 
more severe than external VCEs



The Path Forward

Research is now underway to extend the BST 
methodology into internal explosions

Same test apparatus as used for external VCE 
research but with walls and/or relief panels



Information About the Testing

Currently in progress
Uniform uni-axial congestion patterns
2 x 2 x 2 m cubes in arrays of up to 16 cubes
Range of fuels being used (methane to hydrogen)
Range of congestion being used
Range of vent panel area/type being used

Results are proprietary to the
Explosion Research Co-operative



Enclosure with Congestion
Plastic Vent Panels



Enclosure with Congestion
Metal Vent Panels



Enclosure with Congestion
Metal Vent Panels



Vent Panel Explosion Release 
Fasteners



Vent Panel Explosion Release Fasteners

Before Test

After Test: 
panel did not 
release

After Test: 
panel released



2x4, Methane, Low Congestion, Panels
(Internal Camera Still Frames)



Internal Pressures, 4x4, P(t)
Propane (test B02)
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Normal Video (propane)



High Speed Video (propane)



End Venting Test



End Venting High Speed Video



Photographs (propane)

(frames separated by approximately ¼ second)
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NFPA 68 Venting Correlation
NFPA 68 provides two correlations:

"Weak Enclosure": peak pressures < 1.5 psig
"Strong Enclosure": peak pressures > 1.5 psig
Strong enclosure correlation applicable based on peak 
pressures obtained in tests

Comparisons made both with and without vent panel 
release pressure constraint

Weak: Pmax ≥ Pv + 0.35 psig
Strong: Pmax ≥ Pv + 0. 73 psig

For vent release pressure of 0.3 psig
Weak: Pmax ≥ 0.65 psig
Strong: Pmax ≥ 1.0 psig

correlation intended for > 1.5 psig



Comparison with NFPA 68

Potential for elevated pressures if obstacles are present 
explicitly recognized in NFPA 68

Weak enclosure correlation guidance
"deflagrations of flammable gas mixtures in enclosures that 
contain turbulence-inducing objects (such as process equipment, 
pipe work, cable trays and so forth) can develop pressures 
significantly higher than predicted" by the weak enclosure 
correlation
Take protective measures in addition to venting

Strong enclosure correlation guidance
Treat fuel as hydrogen if initial turbulence present
Presumably applicable for turbulence-inducing objects
However, Pmax still governed by Pv even if assume H2 for test 
conditions examined here



Comparison with NFPA 68

Comparison with constraint imposed by vent panel 
release pressure

581.00.655.0Propane

461.00.654.0Methane
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Path Forward

Use internal explosion data to produce internal 
explosion methodology

NFPA 68 probably not a good candidate

Will probably use a modification of the BST 
method



A Note Regarding Frequencies

In a risk assessment, consequence is just one 
half of the picture

Need to consider frequency

In broad terms, gas has more potential to build 
up in an enclosure than in an external process 
unit

For comparable amounts of equipment, the 
frequency may be higher than for external 
scenarios



More Notes Regarding Frequency

In internal scenarios, there are three things 
that limit the frequency:

Ventilation
Building volume
Inherent strength of the building

Frequency is more complicated indoors



Conclusions

Don’t overlook enclosed process areas
May be high frequency
May be high consequence
In some cases, they may be the dominant risk

Work still to be done to better understand 
these explosions

Work has started on the consequence side
So far, consequences may be much higher than 
predicted by NFPA 68 when congestion present
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to be continued…
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Questions?


